October 2021 Video Library: FITNESS
______________________________________________________________________________
Cross Train Runners: Super Sets & Partner 21s
Work through super sets using a chair and a theraband (or yoga belt) to train your back, legs
and cardio! And mix in Partner 21s: I’m your partner and you are mine: I do 6 reps while you
hold/I hold while you do 6 reps, then 5, 4, 3, 2, 1. Phew! Props: 1 medium and 1 heavy weight,
chair, theraband or yoga belt, mat, towel and water. 60 minutes.

Cross Train Runners: Refresh Your A, B, C’s and Riddles!
Welcome to a whole body, functional strength workout focused on your A (Abdominals), B
(Balance) C (Cardio)! Fire up your core, practice tips and techniques to settle into single sided
balance (great to even out imbalances), and push your cardio. Satisfying all around! Add some
levity with word riddles! Props: 2 small, 2 medium, 1 heavy weight, mat, towel and water. 60
minutes.

Women’s Tone-Up: Giant Set with Salt & Pepper
Get ready to fire up your legs, glutes and core with this Giant Circuit! And, savour the Salt &
Pepper after each exercise in the circuit: Reverse Fly and Squat + Shoulder Press. Finish with the
smile of satisfaction! Props: 1 medium or heavy weight, mat, towel, water. 60 minutes.

Women’s Tone-Up: Cross Lateral Patterning
We do cross lateral patterning all the time: great for our brain and nervous system! In this
workout we become freshly aware of the cross lateral relationships between the left side of our
brain to the right side of our body, and vice versa. Work through Super Sets and stimulate the
diagonals! Props: 2 light, medium and 1 heavy weight, mat, towel, water. 60 minutes.

Movement for Stiff Bodies: Tabata with Twists!
While our bodies move in 3 planes of motion (Sagittal – forward and backward, Frontal – side to
side, Transverse – rotation), we don’t use rotation as much as we should. In fact, our bodies
(especially back, chest, shoulders and hips) crave twists! We’ll get our fill tonight with many
rotational exercises, synchronized with Tabata protocol (8 intervals, 20 sec work/10 sec rest).
As well, we have a 6 step ‘brain gym’ equation to keep your neurons firing! You’ll need 2 light
and 2 medium weights, mat, towel and water. 60 minutes

Movement for Stiff Bodies: Supers Sets, Ladder Set, Circus Abs
Welcome to this packed workout with 2 pair of super sets, then training up and down a Ladder
Set (10 reps 1 exercise, 20 reps next, etc up to a 50 sec wall sit), and finishing with Circus Abs.
You will need a sturdy chair, 2 light and 2 medium weights, mat, towel and water. 60 minutes.

Mindful Fitness for Aging Well: Training Balance!
Sometimes we take ‘finding our balance’ for granted . . . until we lose it and realize how
important it is to train our balance. Work through a Giant Circuit of 7 exercises, most are single
sided to train your balance! You will need 2 light and 2 medium weights, mat, towel and water.
60 minutes.

Mindful Fitness for Aging Well: Mini Circuits and Riddles
Warm up with Half Sun Salutes and fluid movement, then settle in for mini-circuits with cardio
push/balance/and upper body strength. Finish strong with a great Finisher: Squats and
Deadlifts. Oh, and did I mention we have riddles today, to keep our neurons firing while we
train our bodies! Props: 2 light, 2 medium and 1 heavy weight, mat, towel and water. 60
minutes.

Early Bird FIT: Super Sets, Twists & Partner 21s
A great way to get your morning going with some fluid movement including twists, circles,
rotation and more twists! We work through super sets, all involving functional rotational
movement, as well as a Partner 21 set! Props: 2 light, 2 medium and 1 heavy weight (kettlebells
work well with this workout), mat, towel and water. 45 minutes

Early Bird FIT: 5-Station Mini Circuits
Get your sweat on with this packed workout with 5 stations in each of 2 circuits: Cardio, Chest,
Glutes, Core and Back. 60 seconds work with 10 seconds to transition to the next station, phew!
Props: 2 light, 2 medium and 1 heavy weight (kettlebells welcome), mat, towel and water. 45
minutes

